
Which alternative rates (RFRs) have been identified or created?

Currency 

/ Rate
Alternate Rate Administrator Publication Date

AUD BBSW (new methodology)
Australian Stock 

Exchange 

New methodology from 

21 May 2018

CHF
Swiss Average Rate Overnight 

(SARON)

Swiss National Bank, 

SIX Swiss Exchange
Pre-existing rate

EONIA Euro Short-Term Rate (€STR) European Central Bank 2 October 2019

GBP Sterling Overnight Index Average  (SONIA) Bank of England
Reformed Rate Published 

from 24 April 2018

HKD

Hong Kong Interbank Offered Rate (HIBOR)

Hong Kong Dollar Overnight Index Average 

(HONIA)

Treasury Markets 

Association

Pre-existing rates; HIBOR to be 

strengthened (HONIA under 

consultation as alternate)

JPY Tokyo Overnight Average Rate (TONAR) Bank of Japan Pre-existing rate

SGD
Singapore Interbank Offered Rate (SIBOR)

Singapore Dollar Swap Offer Rate (SOR)

Monetary Authority 

of Singapore

Revised SIBOR methodology late 

2019; SOR expected to transition 

from USD LIBOR to USD SOFR

USD Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR)
Federal Reserve 

Bank of New York
Published from 2 April 2018

 Regulatory authorities and public and private 

sector working groups in several jurisdictions 

have been discussing the alternatives to IBORs, 

following concerns over the rate setting process.

 Significantly reduced volumes of interbank 

unsecured term borrowing (transactions 

envisaged to underpin LIBOR) reinforcing the 

supervisory view that markets should not place 

reliance on reference rates that do not have 

active underlying markets to support them.

 Higher conduct risk for benchmark submitters in 

providing subjective inputs not based on actual 

interbank transactions.

 The 2014 recommendations made by the 

Financial Stability Board (FSB) to reform major 

interest rate benchmarks included the adoption 

of near risk-free rates (RFRs) where appropriate.

IBOR Transition at a glance
The way certain interest rates are determined in derivatives, bonds, loans, custody products, securitisations, 

and deposits is about to change as Interbank Offered Rates (IBORs), such as LIBOR (London Interbank 

Offered Rate), may be demised and replaced by alternative benchmarks after December 2021. 

 IBORs are determined via data provided by banks, 

while RFRs are determined by transaction data 

meeting certain criteria, provided to an Administrator.

 The alternative rates are risk-free or near risk-free, 

whereas IBORs reflect implicit bank credit risk.

 IBORs have a forward-looking term structure, with a 

variety of maturities, while RFRs are overnight rates, 

without a term structure. The development of term 

rates varies by currency and is not certain.

 To transition existing contracts and agreements which 

reference IBORs, adjustments for credit and  term 

differences would need to be incorporated and applied 

to the alternate rate.

 Industry groups, including the International Swaps and 

Derivatives Association (ISDA), the Bank of England 

Sterling Risk-Free Rates Working Group, the European 

Central Bank (ECB), and the Federal Reserve’s 

Alternative Reference Rates Committee (ARRC), are 

reviewing methodologies for calculating adjustments.

What are the key differences between Risk-Free 
Rates and IBORs?

Why is the industry moving away from the 

use of interbank offered rates (IBORs)?

www.gbm.hsbc.com/iborJuly 2019

Note: The AUD reference rate is BBSW, and is not an IBOR. The Cash Rate was ruled a significant financial benchmark by ASIC in June 2018. Some other 

IBORs (including Euribor) and rates (Canadian Dollar Offered Rate (CDOR)) are under review by regulators and administrators to determine their future use, 

methodologies or fallbacks.
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IBOR Considerations for Corporates

 The expectation is that LIBOR and certain of the other IBORs will end after 2021, when the FCA has said it 

will no longer compel banks to provide submissions to LIBOR.

 The date by which new contracts should refer to the new benchmarks will vary by jurisdiction and type of 

contract, but will depend on when the benchmark becomes available and when the identified trigger for 

transition occurs.
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Key dates to monitor

2019 Outcome of ISDA consultation for USD 

LIBOR, CDOR, HIBOR, and SOR

Publication of amendments to the 2006 

ISDA Definitions and protocol

Industry working groups publish fallback 

language for some cash products (loans, 

FRNs, and securitisations)

2 Oct 2019 Publication of €STR to commence

31 Dec 2021 EU BMR transitional period expires

3 Jan 2022 EONIA to be discontinued

What should corporates consider in their 
preparations for transition?

 Be aware that the discontinuation of LIBOR or other 

IBORs may impact both new and existing products 

and services. Clients should review their products and 

services to confirm how LIBOR and other IBORs are 

used.

 Remember that it is not yet possible to accurately 

determine the precise impacts of discontinued rates 

until a replacement for the existing benchmark rates 

(including the preferred risk-free rate and any 

necessary adjustments) have been confirmed at an 

industry level.

 Speak to your usual HSBC contact to understand 

which of your existing HSBC contracts and 

arrangements reference IBORs, as well as the 

changes and risks that may arise from the 

discontinuation or modification of those rates. 

 Clients should also consider if they require guidance 

from their professional advisors on the possible 

implications of the changes including from a financial, 

legal, accountancy and/or tax perspective.

When will the new benchmarks replace IBORs?

 The EU Benchmark Regulation (BMR) has a “representative test” where, if 

banks’ benchmark submissions for a given IBOR slow down, the regulator may 

deem that the IBOR ceases to be representative. Regulators are encouraging 

the potential for this to occur to be considered as an additional trigger event.


